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 IP addresses are essential part of any corporate network. Information is distributed 
across IP based network is increasing gradually. We use IP to access data/ information 
that require massive bandwidth. In some cases applications need to send the same 
information or set of IP-Packets towards multiple stations, but one at the same time. In 
consequence multiple copies of the same information are generated. This is the reason 
that applications consume additional bandwidth. For this there is one solution if we 
broadcast all the data similar to television broadcast. TCP/IP in one scene can do that. 
For example UDP support broadcasting. But reliability is still a question? Because UDP 
is not consistent. So protocol services don’t provide any guarantee that information 
transferred reliably or not. In this paper first we describe the tribulations and solutions 
that how to get reliable distribution of fixed sized data sets by a non-reliable multicast 
communication protocol like UDP in a LAN environment. In second phase of the paper 
we define an efficient reliable protocol to achieve maximum scalability. A proof of 
concept application is implanted for testing purpose. Finally, we try to solve 
multicasting issues and present several methods to detect data loss, maximum 
scalability and error recovery. Also which method is suitable for which type of 
application, data type, no of clients, bandwidth and more?  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 TCP/IP based applications are increasing rapidly, nut the network bandwidth is a limited recourse. Most of 
the applications that utilize TCP/IP require efficiency and reliable data delivery, and some of them require 
sending data to multiple clients consistently (fig1). This type of applications referred to as one-to-many 
applications. Many of the network environments have an Ethernet-connected cluster of nodes and workstations 
that perform high performance computing. The main edifice obstruct of these systems is message passing 
library. MPI (1) and PVM (2) have been implemented for this type of systems. To achieve a high deficiency use 
of these libraries TCP/IP provide a best mechanism to do that. For LANs, there is a lack of availability of 
software package that contain reliable multicast protocol. While so many reliable multicast protocols have been 
developed (3-to-13), most of them are for Wide area internet environment not truly for LANs. This paper 
specially focuses on LAN environment for proposal of efficient reliable multicast protocols. There are Four 
types of reliable multicast protocol {ACK-based protocols, NAK-based protocols, ring-based protocols, tree-
based protocols} are self studied for designing the current protocol. 
 The main feature of LAN network is that the flow error rate is very low. By empirical study of different 
multicast protocol, one thing is common in all that they did not provide reliability in all expects. Our research 
protocol is best implemented that use a typical UDP service as an interface over IP multicast. Our paper format 
is as follows. Section 2 provide the pre study, research and issues that must considered by a multicast protocol. 
This section also addresses the common factors about how to achieve reliable data delivery using multicasting. 
Section 3 provide the detail why we need a multicasting protocol Section 4 provides our own research. Section 5 
have some test cases and section 6 concludes the paper. 
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Fig. 1: One-to-many system structure. 
 
Pre Study and Research: 
 This section provides some insights to TCP/IP and the need for a reliable multicast protocol.  
1.1 Background 
 Before discussing about getting the reliable data delivery using non-reliable multicast UDP. It’s better to 
study some of the protocols assembled in the TCP/IP suit.  
1.1.1. The TCP/IP Protocol 
 Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defines set of several protocols collectively called as TCP/IP. All 
protocols have different purposes. For example TCP (14) define the transfer of data between two nodes reliably, 
RIP (15) defines the exchange of routing information between routers, and FTP (16) defines the transferring of 
files.  
 Protocols with in the suit form hierarchies that are dependent on each other define as Layers. Series of 
layers is called network stack. When a data packet is passed out, each layer added new functionality to the date 
set. The top layer is application, where as the layer at bottom are more generic. 
 By comparing the OSI model to TCP/IP, the first TCP/IP layer is network layer with RIP, ARP, and IP 
protocols associated with it. IP (17) is the basic of many other protocols. The basic entity of the IP is IP-Packet. 
IP packet whenever fed to the network for transferring, it’s likely that next hope is router, that later check the 
destination address to forward it.  
 IP is connectionless and also non-reliable. Means any node sends a packet data without any negotiation and 
there is no guarantee to reach it to receiver. Also IP don’t send any ACK to sender that the packet is dropped to 
the receiver.  
 TCP (18) is the most common protocol in TCP/IP. It use as combine services, i.e. FTP (16), SMPT, and 
HTTP (19). TCP is connection oriented, that ensure the reliable transfer of data. Also if data transfer is fail it 
sends ACK to sender. As TCP is connection oriented it means there is some type of negotiation of connection 
between the parties. As packet travels to its destination TCP extends the IP packet with different pieces of 
information. The most important is sequence number that is increased at every stage. A gap in sequence number 
shows a lose of IP-Packet.  
 The UDP is one of the interior members of TCP/IP. Its use a simple model for transmission, which has no 
prior dialogue. So referred to as non-reliable protocol. It is best for those applications where error checking and 
correction is not necessary.  
 Like TCP, UDP does not provide any mechanism for fair sharing of bandwidth, so UDP service occupy all 
bandwidth without respect to other services in network. So other service survive due to UDP service. By using 
IP protocol UDP provides multicasting support. Two types of multicasting are there: Broad casts and group-
casting. Group casting is achieve by sending a join request that is handled by router. A number of UDP qualities 
make it compactable for several applications. 
1. Transaction-oriented, best for simple query-response protocols such as DNS or the network time protocol. 
2. Provide datagram’s, simple, suitable for bootstrapping. 
3. Stateless, best if there are large no of clients. 
2.1.2. Why need a Reliable Multicast Protocol 
There are several reasons that why we use reliable multicast protocol.  
1. The most prominent is that network system applications use multicasting to avoid the massive use of 
bandwidth.  
2. Reliability is a good attribute at protocol level. TCP (16)(21) is a good service in getting reliability. It uses 
less bandwidth, (27) processing time and memory. So a reliable multicast protocol save resource for the 
applications using one-to-many shape of style.  
3. LAN environment typically support broadcasting. Mean the bandwidth used for one client is equal for 
whole group. But by sending ACK from both side it consume very high CPU overhead. Here we need a protocol 
that ensure low CPU usage and energy consumption. 
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4. Since sender receive ACK from receiver very quickly in LAN, large buffer is not good for best 
performance. There are some limitations in existing protocols, that we define here in tabular form (figure 2)(26) 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Comparison on Protocols. 
 
1.2 Implementation Issues 
 Reliability means the guarantee of delivering of data appropriately. To achieve this there are couples of 
issues that need to address. 
1.2.1. Error Detection and Error Recovery 
 Sender-driven error control is implemented in all protocols. Error recovery is simple. If receiver detect loss 
of data it send request to sender for resending it. In case sender itself detect the misplace of data it resend it to 
desire party. A timer is attaching to each packet at source/ sender side. If sender did not get ACK from receiving 
party the timer get off, and the original data is retransmitted by multicasting it to all receivers. A retransmission 
also takes a part when NAK received.  
 Error detection may be complex due to different types of errors. At link or network layer stage errors are 
not reported to upper layers, so on the client side the packet is considered as lost.   
1.2.2. Packet Header 
 Reliable multicast protocol is implemented over the UDP interface. Sender/receiver gets all information like 
IP address, and the port number from UDP and IP header. The information includes two fields, a one-byte of 
packet type and four-byte of sequence for implementing window based flow control. Usually three types of 
packets are used in protocols. Data packet, ACK packet and NAK packet. 
1.2.3. Flow Control 
 Window based flow control scheme is an essential part of reliable multicast protocol. Window buffer is 
maintaining by sender and receiver. The Go-Back-N sliding window protocol is an example of it that require 
from sender to retransmit all the packets if there is an error. This is worse idea over selective-repeat sliding 
protocol that require to retransmit only the lost packet. In practice transmission error never occur in LAN 
environment. So the Go-Back-N and Selective-Repeat work properly. The only difference is Go-Back-N is 
simpler and efficient then selective-repeat protocol.  
1.2.2. Congestion control/ Avoidance 
 Major cause of a packet loss is congestion. Congestion occur due to buffer overflow at one or more nodes. 
Let’s consider an example why congestion occurs. In figure 3 we suppose that link A,B and C are operated at 
100MBPs. Let node X try to send data to node Y with a rate of 100MBPs, mean while node Z try to send data to 
node Y at 30MBPs. Since the transmission rate is 100MBPs, so it not possible to carry the combine transmission 
rate of X and Z. the receiver buffer in the switch will start filling up, and once it get filled the packet dropped.  
 Since network don’t allow to change its current state, If congestion arise. TCP does this by reducing the 
bandwidth upon packet loses. Those packets are sent to some virtual space and allow more time for network 
nodes to access packets in the buffer. If there is another packet lose TCP decrease the bandwidth rate further. 
The process will repeat until congestion ceases.  
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Fig. 3: Congestion simulation. 
 
Why TCP multicasting is not suitable (Reason to improve the mechanism): 
 Traditional IP communication allows a host to transfer data packets to a receiver. The receiver may be one 
or multiple hosts. The data to one host is uni-casing and towards all hosts is broadcasting. The third alternative 
is multicasting but has some limitation that we discuss latter in this paper. The IP multicasting allows a host to 
send packet to a group. The main limitation that TCP/IP is extra utilization of network bandwidth,(23)(24) but it 
reduces traffic by sending data packets simultaneously. Although the burden on both sending and receiving side/ 
host reduces overall network traffic, also TCP check that data have received without errors, but bandwidth is 
still an issue. (28) 
 This is the reason that we developed an algorithm that worked on UDP stream , that is faster then TCP due 
to no error checking mechanism. Also when a networked is in multicasting state it doesn’t matter if there have 
an error, because the server is too busy multicasting to resend data to a host who don’t receive a packet.  
 In a multicast network the routers are responsible for replicating and distributed multicast content to all 
hosts that are listening to particular group.  But multicast will often not be sent over a router to another network. 
The main reasons are 
1. A low TTL for most multicast packets: All IP packets have a time-to-live, or TTL. Unlike with DNS 
records, TTL on IP packets refers to the maximum number of network hops that a packet can make to get to its 
destination. Unicast packets typically are allowed to cross about 30 networks (i.e., get routed by, or "hop", 29 
routers). Getting across the internet rarely takes more than 15 hops, so the limit is really just to kill packets if 
they get stuck in loops in badly configured networks. But most applications that send multicast set the TTL to a 
low number, often zero (where the message doesn't even leave the originating device), (30) 
2. One (so it will go only to computers on the local net), or two (where it will cross a single router). It's quite 
rare to have an application that is intended to multicast to unknown machines over an entire campus network, 
much less the entire Internet. 
3. High TTL thresholds set on most routers: Many network routers, particularly WAN routers and internet 
gateway routers, have a higher TTL threshold set, such that they won't send out multicast packets whose TTL is 
below (say) 15. This is intended to prevent accidental leakage of multicast off a local network.  
4. Routers are simply not configured to route multicast at all, or only configured for specific addresses, or 
otherwise blocking multicast packets. 
 The UDP multicasting is still dependent to other layers on the network in our proposed techniques the 
system don’t take any resource from other layers. ERMP is specifically design for LAN environment that utilize 
few resources and network bandwidth. The proposed multicasting technique mainly focused on the reliability of 
sending data packets to a group of host, that also consider critical issues like elimination of sending data packets 
at any single point, design a networks that can dynamically respond to problems build scalability into the 
network and employ high availability techniques.  
 
Our Proposed Work: 
 ERMP is our designed protocol with high degree of reliability, which used UDP as a transport protocol. it 
don’t require any support from other layers in network. Specially designed for LAN with utilization of few 
resources and bandwidth. In speculation of outbound and inbound communication ERMP is sender initiated. 
Because receiver is responsible for error detection and error recovery. ERMP oblige a transferring of limited 
sized records set. The data set is versioned mean changeable. For example lets assume an application distribute a 
video commercial. If video changed from time to time, but only a part of video is changed. When video changed 
its versioned number also increased. If entire video changed, the entire video needs to resend.  
 As described in early protocols, ERMP basic entity is also a message. That is used by a receiver, having two 
information associated (a segment or a command). Following figure 4 shows a relation between Ip-Packet, 
UDP-Packet and ERMP message.  
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Fig. 4: ERMP relations to other protocols. 
 
3.1 An Efficient Reliable Multicast Protocol ERMP 
 At very bottom line client don’t receive an inclusive data service unit (DSU). If client get a data segment 
that is a part of pending DSU, it send a jingle to server for full update. When client successfully receive a 
complete DSU, it makes that current DSU is active and wait for next data segment DS. When one full DSU is 
received at client side, it start receiving partial DSU, with next version no.  
e.g. if DSU with version 4 is full received it moves toward version 5 not with 6. The version no is associated 
with data segment that is pilled into IP-Packet. So out of order deliveries are possible. So client should hold for 
next DSU with correct version no. 

 
Fig. 5: DS version and DSU allocation. 
 
 If a full DSU arrive at any stage the pending DSU should be dropped. ERMP is based on supposition that 
packet is rare recorded in LAN environment. 
 
3.2 Mechanism for lost packet 
 Data segment timing is much concern in finding the lost packet. For whom a receiver is responsible for 
detecting lost packet. When a client send a packet DS for a pending DSU, a time tds is started, during time period 
tds if there is no any DS for pending DSU, the client send a request for retransmission of DS. If all the DS (32) in 
current DSU is lost, the client is Efficient enough to claim it back for the lost DSU.  
 This makes it different with other protocols. It is also stated that client randomized for the lost packet. The 
implantation technique of ERMP is linearly infinite and scalable.  
 
3.3 ERMP Congestion control and avoidance 
 Both client and server are involved in congestion control. The basic idea is to control the server 
transmission flow rate. For this on client side nothing to do.  
 If during congestion packet is lost client must receive a NACK. Client then send a request to server for 
retransmission of lost packet.   This is an effective technique when buffer is over flow at client side. In case of 
heavy congestion our ERMP periodically receive the client feedback for loss of packet.  
 To make more efficiency server do not responsible for knowing the congestion state in network. Server 
only knows which packet is dropped either by congestion or by any other issue, so that server can resend the lost 
one.(31) 
 ERMP is relies on efficient congestion control mechanism on non-reliable UDP service. The generality of 
our work is decoupling of congestion control from reliability through the use of source quench-like congestion 
feedback to the senders.  
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3.3.1 ECHO-Suppression 
 The design Of ERMP use this feature to discard suppression traffic on LAN, by LAN Emulation Clients 
transmission multicast frame. Because each client and sever send the message simultaneously may be.(23) So 
the echo rate is probably so high. We can avoid it by attaching a filter on a sender packet. When packet is 
received at server side with no disturbance in filtrate. It is echo free delivery. It  his makes it different with other 
protocols. It is also stated that client randomized for the lost packet. The implantation technique of ERMP is 
linearly infinite and scalable. (30) 
 
3.3.2 Error Recovery technique 
 If in case there is a missing Data segment the client send a NACK (negative ack) for missing DS to the 
server. The server then identified the version of missing DS, DSU category and DSU sequence.  
 If he server response time is expired, then the client assumes the dead state of the server. In other hand if 
server do not respond with in time for missing DSU, server start again sending full update of its current DS.  

 
Fig. 6: Protocol Architecture. 
 
Test Cases: 
 In testing phase we set up a small network and distribute a image file having 600 by 600 pixels with a color 
epicene of 32 bits. On run time image change periodically. In the following diagram Y represents the clients. S 
represent the server. Switches are used for interconnection. W represents a host that can feed “distributed” 
image data into network.  

 
Fig. 7: Test Setup. 
 
 The maximum measure Round trip tim RTT of a data segment that a client actually receives the requested 
DS. The RTT is increased with increase in network load. 
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 Average (ms) Max Min 
Unloaded 6.5 8.8 5.7 

Single TCP load 12.2 14.0 11.5 
Multiple TCP load 12.2 14.3 11.4 
Single UDP load 10.8 17.3 5.5 

 
 The test case purpose is to estimate expected response time, when a client request for data set to client 
receive data set. With the increase in no of client, the bandwidth utilization issues occur. But for our setup there 
was a small no of clients, so there is no significance increase in bandwidth was detected. Congestion is avoided 
by reducing the transmit rate. The congestion is detected by ACK to client and reply back to NACK. In case the 
error occur at any stage the client will detect it by error recovery mechanism and re-transmit it. 
 
Conclusion: 
 The purpose of this paper was to develop a high efficient multicast reliable protocol for a LAN environment 
by using a non-reliable multicast protocol UDP. The detailed study shows that while implementing the multicast 
protocol must consider some of the issues including error detection, recovery, congestion control and avidness. 
We try to develop a single line multicast protocol with some essence of UDP. Our test case shows a great 
scalability, reliability and efficiency. However the setup was too small to show scalability. The work on this 
paper gives us a insight in to the problems that need to reduce in multicast techniques. ERMP is a step closer to 
efficient multicast, but still more work need to do regarding this.  
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